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*** A REMINDER OF RULE 4 *** 
 

“It is the responsibility of any person playing 
for the Club in any sport to have in place 
adequate public liability insurance cover.”  
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CLUB NOTES 
 

The other day I met up with a Pilgrim of my own vintage who is soon to send his own 
son to the School. A third generation in the family, no less, and a boy who should 
become a Pilgrim in five years’ time. Our conversation fell – as it does for middle-
aged men – to discussion of Sherborne and impressions of a place we were at rather a 
long time ago. 
 
Leadership became the theme, as the merits of housemasters and headmasters were 
discussed, past and present. A favourable impression was given on the other side of 
the table about Dominic Luckett, who assumed the helm of the School at the turn of 
the year (and, I should add, an equally favourable impression of Ralph Barlow, who 
held the fort after the abrupt departure of Luckett’s predecessor). 
 
Luckett is early into his tenure but we welcome him to the Club, as with all new 
headmasters. A warm welcome too to Barlow, whose calmness at the eye of the storm 
nearly two years ago was a valuable asset for the School to possess. Leadership 
matters at all levels and for all institutions. Independent schools face challenges in our 
time that demand the highest quality of people leading them. I made reference to how 
leadership matters in last year’s Notes and make no apology for returning to the theme 
this year.  
 
A second vignette on leadership. From my own experience, leadership can be as much 
about words as deeds, and equally as much about example as about encouragement. 
My home-town team, Leicester City, won football’s Premier League this year with a 
quiet, genial man at the helm whose career had been almost as much about just 
missing out as about excellence. 
 
Claudio Ranieri is not an OS, let alone a Pilgrim, but in his gentle demeanour 
(publicly, at any rate) and his unashamed delight in the achievements of his team, not 
to mention the consistent playing down of expectations until almost the very last 
moment, I see the traits of sportsmen who have come out of Sherborne. What was so 
pleasing about the Foxes’ title triumph was that it dispelled that oft-cited cliché from 
my profession, that nice guys don’t win. 
 
Which leads me neatly on to the loss of one of the great Pilgrims. Mike Earls-Davis 
passed away recently, a devoted servant of the School as boy and man. You can read 
more about Mike and his contribution to Sherborne in a few pages but although he 
was a steely competitor and a fine sportsman, he remained right to the last a 
transparently humane individual. With his passing, the sporting Sherborne of the pre-
war era has surely gone for good. 
 
On to the present. The Club is, I feel confident in saying, in as good a shape as for 
many years. The numbers involved continue to broaden, and the manifestation of so 
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many younger Pilgrims offers further hope for the Club as we head towards our 
centenary. It is remarkable that in an era when finances remain tough for so many 
twentysomethings, and the job prospects also hard, there are the new cohorts coming 
through to represent the Pilgrims across the range of sports that this booklet 
documents. And making some new achievements too. 
 
On the cricket field, while Bedford put paid to Cricketer Cup dreams in the second 
round, the Club came back from two early-season hammerings to record a good year, 
with several outstanding contributions and the first Pilgrims fixture against MCC. It 
seems remarkable to think that while the School has fielded an XI against the ancient 
club, the Pilgrims have never done so before last year. I am pleased to note that there 
will be a second fixture this summer. 
 
Rugby, so moribund only a relatively short time ago, seems to build year on year. A 
fixture at double-champions Saracens’ home, Allianz Park, would have seemed like 
fantasy a few years back but here were the Club taking on the Baltic Exchange and 
scoring tries under floodlights. Almost like professionals. While the Pilgrims lost the 
fixture, the experience was clearly unforgettable and the money raised in memory of 
Rati Moyo the icing on the cake. Touring Dublin after Jersey the previous year just 
shows how popular the Club’s rugby scene has become.  
 
You can read all the details across the range of sports in the pages that follow but I 
must pick out the achievements of the cross-country team in taking home the Henry 
VIII trophy for a third consecutive year after the Christmas hike across Wimbledon 
Common. The reports underscore the fun that representing the Pilgrims offers, and 
seeing one of my direct contemporaries in Paul Kassulke joining the Club by 
application this year reminds me that it is never too late for an OS to join. Nor does it 
matter how talented you were at School – spread the word and get more people to 
become Pilgrims.  
 
This is also the place to pay tribute to the work and organisation of all the match 
managers, without whom the Club cannot function for its primary purpose. We all 
benefit from their time and effort. 
 
The date of the Club’s AGM is Saturday October 1st, in the Westcott Room at 
Sherborne at 12.15pm – please do come along if you can. My thanks go to Charles 
Eglington and Philip Lough for their work in helping me to produce this booklet. And 
finally, a small advertisement for the forthcoming Register. It has been a labour of 
considerable love for those involved and while its appeal is on the extreme end of 
esoteric, it contains a wealth of detail about us all that is worth a look. It should be 
available very soon, ordered via the OS Office. 
 

 Robert Hands 
June 2016 
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OBITUARY 
 
W S Blackshaw (h 49), N A Davis (d 58), M R G Earls-Davis (a 39),  
D A Emms (Honorary), J L T Evans (g 40), D F Gibbs (Honorary) 

 
 

Mike Earls-Davis 
 

Mike Earls-Davis in my mind is indelibly linked with cricket. It was the sport in 
which he displayed most prowess and to which he was devoted through his whole life. 
Memory has him in a Pilgrims blazer, cricket sweater too, loitering in his unassuming, 
low-key way around the Upper Pavilion. Quietly spoken, always precise and utterly 
polite, I can see him now in conversation on a summer’s day, perhaps with Derek 
Bridge or Geoff Hunter on the boundary, although it could have been anyone given his 
friendliness and lack of side. Or perhaps he is donning the umpire’s white coat (as he 
did regularly at the start of my School career) and striding out, at a measured pace, 
towards the middle to preside over another match. 
 
He was the most courteous of men. He had retired from the staff by the time I joined 
the School, now nearly 30 years ago, but remained a presence in and around 
Sherborne all the way through my time and once I had got to know him (it may well 
have been during my fourth form summer, when I inscribed the scorebook for the XI), 
he never failed to acknowledge me or stop to have a brief conversation if time 
permitted. In a world increasingly more brash and more self-centred, Mike stood out 
as a gentleman of the old school (and, I suppose, the old School too). 
 
Of course, he had been a pupil at Sherborne and so, with a relatively brief absence to 
head to Cambridge, to serve in the war and to establish himself in a teaching career, 
his devotion to the School stretches back to the Thirties. Consider the changes in the 
sporting landscape, let alone anything else, since then. The cricketing era of Bradman 
and Hutton, a time when football was immeasurably less dominant than now, when 
the two old universities supplied countless representatives to national sides, 
particularly in rugby and cricket. 
 
He returned to Sherborne, after seven years at Downside, in 1954. He had come close 
to winning a Blue at cricket while at Cambridge (and played once for Somerset in 
1950) and continued to play for many years, along with squash, his other great 
sporting passion. One of his opponents remarked that “his infectious smile and 
unfailingly good sportsmanship were equally matched by his uncompromising and 
competitive tenacity, especially on the squash court”. As his son James mentioned in a 
touching address at his funeral service, he believed strongly that all games should be 
fun but that standards also mattered. Those six years of service in the Irish Guards left 
their mark. 
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Having said that, I was greatly amused when reading a biography of Nigel Dempster 
by Tim Willis which made mention of the former Daily Mail diarist’s prowess on the 
rugby pitch. Mike apparently recalled Dempster as “quite one of the best wing-
forwards I ever had in the Colts”, whereas a contemporary remembered, whether 
apocryphally or not, that Dempster grew his nails long in order to scratch opponents’ 
faces in the scrum. I can’t imagine Mike ever believing a Sherborne boy could be so 
crude. Dempster never got the chance to give weight to Mike’s opinion, as Bob 
Powell informed his father that young Nigel would not be welcome back after O 
levels following a string of transgressions; the XV was never within reach.  
 
Mike was one of the great Pilgrims. I don’t make that statement lightly because the 
Club has been immensely well served by a whole host of men down the years, 
stretching back now over almost a century. But few others have given as much to the 
Club as he did. And even fewer have done it with the same lightness of touch that left 
people embarrassed should they let him down. He played many times for the Club and 
when those days became fewer, he served as Hon Secretary and then President. 
 
He was an excellent organiser (something I believe he relished, not least seeing the 
fruits of those labours in the fun and entertainment that other Pilgrims enjoyed) and 
while never the first man to offer an opinion, his advice was reliably sound and always 
considered and measured. Further to that, once his administrative roles were fulfilled, 
he remained a staunch supporter of the Club and its members, by his presence on the 
boundary or in other, less overtly visible, ways. 
 
Mike was also, I am sure our current President will not mind me disclosing, 
essentially responsible for David Leakey’s immensely distinguished career, after 
arranging an attachment as a cadet to the Irish Guards for the youthful Leakey in 1969 
for a month. David observed that Mike was “typically modest about that” but those of 
us who were privileged to know Mike will recognise vividly both the enduring 
wisdom of the man but also the enormous reluctance to take the limelight. These are 
not always qualities to be found in sportsmen. 
 
It has been a long and prosperous innings and while Mike, initially a better bowler 
than a batsman although he worked hard under Micky Walford’s guidance to become 
a handy opening batsman for the Town, didn’t quite make three figures, 95 is a good 
score. James’s funeral address disclosed in one of his final conversations with his 
father that Mike felt that, in reference to his life, “it’s been fun” – an epitaph many of 
us would be happy to have. He was influential over so many young sporting careers in 
a positive and generous way and as Pilgrims, we are hugely grateful for that. As a 
Club, we pay tribute to him here, remembering the most gentle and urbane of men. 
Thanks for all you contributed, Mike.  

Robert Hands 
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NEW MEMBERS 
 
As leavers in July 2015: 
G R P Alsop (d), W A J Beney (b), J E P Birley (m), C P Bluecher Von Wahlstatt (a), 
H W J Bromell (b), J L Buckland (e), C D P Carr-Smith (a), R W Cattermull (m),  
S A Choroszewski (e), C K Clark (d), W F Cochrane-Dyet (b), W L A Cookson (g),  
H A Crane (b), J M Crinks (b), J B Croft (g), H J Cuthbert-Brown (d),  
A W S Denny (f), J A Dickins (c), M H A Dickson (a), D S G Dollard (m),  
J O Douglas (d), J Edmondson (f), A O B Ferguson (f), O R Gardner (m),  
H J F M Garnett (e), J D W Graham (e), J C M Harley (d), J B J Hillan (c),  
A Hobbs (c), E C D Horn (d), F Hughes-Onslow (c), H T R Hunt (g), W F Ip (g),  
T G V James (b), A P Kwaitkowski (b), M J M Key (m), F Lillingston-Price (c),  
J P Lloyd (g), J M O Massey (m), L Matsumoto-Prouten (f), R T McMillan (b),  
J Meddah (e), H Nadiotis (d), W R P Neish (d), H R G Newman (c), O W G Nott (c), 
H F Payne (f), A Pertwee (g), W M H Pisani (a), R C Pollard (c), E P G Polsue (b), 
H I H Prentice (d), S P W Reed (a), A R M Reid (b), P A Robins (c), J H A Roe (f),  
R M R Ross (b), A J Rydon (m), A M J Sands (b), H A P Scarlett (a),  
E E L Scott (c), J A Slade (a), T Slade (g), J W C Slawson (e), C W J Smith (m), 
Z Y Soo (e), F H H Stisted (g), W E Stubbs (e), P J H Tinsley (f),  
C A Toyne-Sewell (c), C W A Upton (a), E A M Wauton (f), B T Weatherhead (e),  
J R Weldon (b), H J Williams (c), F C Willmott (a), M C F Wood (g), 
O R J Wurfbain (a), C J Wyatt (m)   
 
By application: 
R M Talbot-Williams (b 84), P A B Kassulke (m 92), T W Rydon (m 13) 
 
Honorary: 
D A Luckett, R A Barlow, Mrs L Robins, D A R Guy, D N Muckalt  
 
 

MANAGERS 
 

Cricket: Fergus Taylor (07899 792745) and Alex Pusinelli (07706 626929) 
pilgrimscricket@gmail.com  
Cross Country: Theo Irvine (07943 511910); tirvine1111@gmail.com 
Fives: Nick Scorer (01935 389545); nscorer@sherborne.org 
Hockey: Will Smibert (07885 706984); williamsmibert@admedia.co.uk 
Rugby: Jamie Snudden (07412 236262); sherbornepilgrimsrugby@gmail.com 
Soccer: Henry Birch (07852 438818); h.d.r.birch@gmail.com 
Squash and Tennis: Nick Lamb (07720 772138); nickmlamb@yahoo.co.uk 
Tennis: James Sewry (07880 515882); jmsewry@gmail.com 
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CRICKET 2015 
 

Played 14; Won 6; Lost 6; Drawn 2  
 
Sunday May 10 v Old Wellingtonians at Wellington - lost by 201 runs  
Wellington 280-9; Pilgrims 79 (A J Boobbyer 5-4) 
 
It was clear that winning the toss and batting first on a good wicket was essential. 
Unfortunately, this was not to be, and the team took to the field gingerly. Wellington 
started well and put on 100 quick runs with a strong opening partnership. Once the 
pair was broken, the runs slowed and wickets began to fall. There was some decent 
bowling both from Julian Bertie who picked up four wickets, and Ed Bonnell, who 
picked up two scalps. Wellington ended on 280 for nine after their 50 overs. 
 
Despite being set this imposing total, morale in the Pilgrims’ camp was high, as many 
felt that this total was attainable with our batting-heavy line-up. Unfortunately, the 
optimists were soon disappointed when the team was reduced to a gloomy 45 for nine. 
The only solace of this thoroughly abject run chase came in the form of Tom 
Kerridge’s 26 not out. The team ended on 79 all out with just one other batsman 
making it into double figures. The clear conclusion was that everyone was a little rusty 
and some good net practice before the game would have been handy.  
 
Sunday May 17 v Marlborough Blues at Marlborough - lost by 110 runs.  
Marlborough 370-6 (E H E de Moraville 100*, H A Adair 61, R Stewart Robinson 58, 
E R Kilbee 55, C E H Carline 4-78); Pilgrims 260 (S J Lamb 68, P Cunningham 4-49)  
 
It was quickly apparent that the Blues were taking no chances, with the chatter around 
the ground suggesting that they were fielding a near Cricketer Cup side We lost the 
toss and took to the field with an 11th man kindly provided by the Blues. However, 
with a boundary almost within putting range, the runs flowed for Marlborough, and 
sadly the wickets did not. Tom Soanes was the most economical of the bowlers and 
deserved more from his ten overs with one for 40. James Francis picked up a wicket 
from his tidy spell. With three 50s and a century in the book Marlborough posted a 
daunting total of 370 for the fall of just six wickets. Despite the total there was no 
suggestion in the camp that the total was insurmountable, and a bright 33 from Finlay 
Maclaren at the top of the order gave us a reasonable start. Sadly, he like several 
others fell having ‘got in’. A fine innings from Simon Lamb was the highlight, but 
running out of batting partners, he was caught on the boundary for 68. The Blues 
kindly allowed us to bat an 11th man and Lyons scored a quick-fire 38 to add to his 
earlier 12. Sadly it was just a cameo as we stumbled and stuttered to 260 all out. 
 
Sunday June 7 v Radley Rangers at Radley - won by 7 wickets 
Radley 216-9 (G H P Coles 53, T S C Cooke 4-41); Pilgrims 217-3 (G A B Ellwood 
102, T P Atkins 75) 
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We returned to winning ways with a clinical performance at Radley, a week before the 
first round of the Cricketer Cup. The Rangers won the toss and elected to bat first on a 
good wicket. They made a strong start, putting on 73 for the first wicket. However, 
despite a lack of early wickets, they were never too quick on their run rate and kept us 
very much in the game. Ollie Calcott bowled a tight opening spell on debut with 
figures of two for 36 from his ten overs. Clifton was also accurate, conceding just 32 
from his first change spell of ten overs, and picked up the important first wicket.  
 
After the initial breakthrough, wickets continued to fall and the pick of the bowlers 
was Theo Cooke with four for 41 from his ten overs. The Rangers consistently batted 
at a rate of four per over and at the end of their 50 overs were 217 for 9. Ellwood 
should also be credited with his death figures of two for 38 from nine overs. The 
Pilgrims showed what a good pitch it was. After losing their first wicket with the score 
on 40, there was an outstanding partnership of 165 from Ellwood and Atkins. Ellwood 
played an elegant and classy innings and reached a richly deserved century. It would 
have been fitting for him to carry his bat, but he was eventually caught on 102 with 
the Pilgrims 12 runs shy of victory. Atkins, who batted at No 3, was equally 
impressive, scoring at almost a run a ball and was finally caught for 75.  
 
Sunday June 14 v Old Cholmeleians, Cricketer Cup first round, at Sherborne - 
won by 72 runs 
Pilgrims 301-7 (C A R Esson 126, T P Atkins 66): Old Cholmeleians 229 (J D M 
Atchinson 78) 
 
It was shortly before 7pm when Rob Rydon had the last man caught behind to secure 
victory. The margin would have been greater if we had bowled better. In sunny 
conditions we batted first and a fine century from Esson, who enjoyed a second wicket 
stand of 151 with Atkins, provided the platform for our innings which was topped off 
by a vigorous 49 off 22 balls by Cooke. A score of 301 gave reason for quiet 
confidence, which was somewhat eroded when our opponents compiled an opening 
stand of 152 in the first 29 overs, during which we bowled 29 wides. A side which had 
never achieved 150 in the competition before now had 21 overs to knock off the 
remaining 149 runs with all ten wickets in hand. To everyone's relief a breakthrough 
by off spinner Francis got us back into the match and thereafter the bowling was much 
more purposeful and better directed. After the departure of the openers the remaining 
batting folded against the reinvigorated attack. 
 
Saturday June 27 v The School at Sherborne (40 overs) – lost by 28 runs 
School 188-4; Pilgrims 160 
 
The weather was decent and we were fielding a competitive side with high hopes. The 
previous year the weather had come to rescue the School and so the team were looking 
for justice.  The Pilgrims started very well with Rob Rydon opening up and bowling in 
some very good areas, and supported by Kerridge, Selfe, and Taylor. Although 
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wickets were not falling fast, the opposition’s run rate was very low. The School 
ended with 188 and it was a very strong bowling and fielding performance from the 
Pilgrims. Our batting did not get off to a very good start losing wickets cheaply. Will 
Smibert and Fergus Taylor managed to share a decent 50 partnership, but when the 
latter was caught the game started to slip away, suffering another agonising defeat full 
of ‘ifs’ and ‘buts’.  
 
Sunday June 28 v Old Bedfordians, Cricketer Cup second round at Sherborne -  
lost by 8 wickets  
Pilgrims 161 (T S C Cooke 61): Bedford 162-2 (T J O Graham 57*) 
 
With the advantage of a second round home tie and batting first in relatively benign 
conditions, there were grounds for optimism but in the event we were soundly beaten 
with 23 overs to spare by a competitive and better-organised side. Against an accurate 
attack our top order subsided tamely, with the exception of Cooke (61) and Smibert 
(33), and we were bowled out for 161 in 45 overs. This was a patently inadequate total 
which demanded that our bowlers take early wickets. In the event we could make no 
early inroads against opposition batsmen who were all in good form, full of 
confidence and bent on scoring quick runs without any scoreboard pressure. In fact, so 
easy was the path to victory (aided by 19 extras) that the game was done and dusted in 
the 27th over. All very disappointing but there could be no doubting that Bedford had 
out-bowled and out-batted us on the day and fully deserved their victory. 
 
Sunday July 5 v Bryanston Butterflies at Bryanston (T20) - won by 17 runs.  
Pilgrims 145-9 (C A R Esson 50). Bryanston 128 (F E Taylor 5-20). 
 
The Pilgrims made a perfect start to Cricket Week 2015 with a nail-biting victory in 
the first match of the T20 tournament at Bryanston. Esson won the toss and batted 
first. He made the innings flow early on, coming down the track on a number of 
occasions to pierce the outfield. We looked in trouble when Lyons came to the crease 
at number six, but he and Esson put the pressure back on the bowlers and swayed the 
tie in our favour. Esson was bowled just after reaching his half-century, but Rose 
carried on from where the skipper left off, making a useful 20 in the closing stages. 
 
The Pilgrims knew they had to start well in the field on what was probably a 150+ 
wicket, but the first four bowlers made little impression, with the Bryanston opener 
Austin scoring quickly and aggressively on course to his 61. Opening bowlers 
Berkeley and Kerridge picked up a wicket apiece but could not stem the flow of runs. 
The turning point came when Taylor was brought into the attack. He clean bowled the 
impressive Austin, and repeated the trick next ball with the new batman. Game on. 
The later batsmen struggled with Taylor’s leg spin, backed up by superlative fielding 
from Wayman who leapt like a fresh water salmon at cover to take a stunning catch. 
Next ball, Taylor trapped the new batsman LBW. The next batsman anxiously 
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prodded at the hat-trick ball, and Alastair Pusinelli dived forward at short mid-wicket 
to catch the ball millimetres from the ground. 
 
The Pilgrims were on course for a mesmerising comeback, and Wayman completed 
the job by picking up two late wickets, including a majestic yorker. He then ran out 
the last batsman off his own bowling to clinch the victory and send Sherborne through 
to the final. 
 
Sunday July 5 v Canford Cygnets at Bryanston (T20) - lost by 33 runs 
Canford 124-8; Pilgrims 91-8  
 
The Pilgrims could not build on their semi-final heroics, and the final was not what 
the spectators had hoped for. Canford set off at a fast pace through opener Ambrose, 
but once he was caught off the bowling of Alastair Pusinelli in the third over, the 
Cygnets innings never really got going again. Anthony Berkley was in the wickets 
again, forcing the batsman to pull the ball straight into the hands of Charlie Taylor at 
square leg. Roy Haycock bowled tightly and deserved more than his one wicket. He 
formed a nice little partnership with the ‘meaty spinner’ Fergus Taylor, who picked up 
two wickets from his four overs. The death bowling was again left to our usual 
wicketkeeper Wayman, who proved he was a man of many talents by finishing with 
figures of two for 12 off his two overs. 
 
The score of 124 looked very achievable, but the Pilgrims’ chasing curse reared its 
ugly head again. Esson, Carline and Wayman all fell early on, and without Ben Lyons 
the scorecard would have looked even more miserable. Credit must go to the Canford 
bowlers who continuously bowled back of a length and gave little for our batsman to 
hit. Lyons moved his feet well and was the only man to trouble the bowlers, but found 
no one to form a partnership. Rose fell for a duck, and when Ferg Taylor was caught 
for 13, the fat lady was singing. The Pilgrims spluttered to 91 for eight off their 20 
overs and surrendered their T20 title to new champions Canford Cygnets. 
 
Monday July 6 v Sherborne CC at Sherborne - lost by 4 wickets  
Pilgrims 231-9 (F E Taylor 93*): Sherborne CC 236-6 (J Laird 70) 
 
We were still feeling sorry for ourselves after Sunday’s T20 tournament and suffered a 
shock loss to Sherborne CC on Monday afternoon. We batted first and while Carline 
began to find some form at the crease, his opening partner Nurton (playing against his 
usual teammates) was spectacularly caught at slip. Julian Bertie didn’t last long either, 
being trapped LBW for two, and the Pilgrims looked in trouble as Esson stepped out 
to the middle. However he and Carline steadied the ship, but just as they looked likely 
to take the upper hand, Carline was bowled through the gate. Rose began to bat well 
with Esson, but once again, just as it appeared that a strong partnership would form, 
wickets fell. First Rose fell LBW, and one run later Esson was clean bowled by the 
same bowler. Wayman’s batting woes continued as he was caught for 8, but thankfully 
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the Taylor brothers put a halt to the falling wickets. Fergus was a man on a mission, 
timing the ball sweetly and sending it to all parts of the ground, while Charlie was 
happy to rotate the strike. The pair put on 96 for the seventh wicket, of which younger 
sibling Charlie contributed 19! Two quick wickets stemmed the run-rate, but Fergus 
Taylor was still there chasing an elusive century with wickets and overs running out. 
He finished on an incredible 93 off just 59 balls. Thanks to his efforts, the Pilgrims 
had a respectable total off their 40 overs, and the game was well in the balance. 
 
Berkeley and Alastair Pusinelli picked up early wickets, and the Pilgrims were on the 
front foot at 47 for three. However, the impressive Laird made the scoreboard tick 
over quickly and when Parfitt came to the crease at No 5, the pair put together a 
crucial partnership. They took a fancy to the slower bowlers and the ball was 
dispatched regularly to the boundary. They put on 97 for the fourth wicket, before 
Nurton had Laird caught for a magnificent 70. 
 
The Pilgrims knew they needed more quick wickets but they never came. Parfitt was 
joined by Pulling and the runs continued to flow. Opening bowler Berkeley returned 
to the attack to make the breakthrough, but it was too late. Pusinelli picked up another 
consolation wicket in the closing stages, and it was fitting that Robins, loaned to the 
Town, hit the winning runs through the covers. 
 
Tuesday July 7 v MCC at Sherborne - drawn 
MCC 195 (C A R Esson 69, A D Nurton 4-22). Pilgrims 186-9 (F E Taylor 54) 
 
The inaugural Pilgrims match against MCC was a hotly anticipated fixture. To add 
spice, there were five Shirburnians playing for MCC, so there were players on both 
sides keen to get one over on old teammates. MCC batted first and could not have 
predicted the dreamy opening spells of Andrew Nurton and Humphrey Gibbs. Both 
bowlers swung the ball beautifully and once Nurton made the initial breakthrough, 
Sherborne tails were up. In the same over, Nurton moved one away and clipped the 
outside edge to provide an easy catch for keeper George Wayman. 
 
The batsman then dug in under these tricky conditions, Nurton and Gibbs producing 
six maidens in nine overs at one stage. Just as the batting pair appeared to have settled, 
Humphrey Gibbs produced a gem of a delivery to take opener Mynott’s off stump. 
Nurton was on fire by this stage and two balls later was in the wickets again. The 
batsman tried to hit him out of the ground, but the ball sailed straight up in the air and 
was comfortably taken by Tom Kerridge. Next man in was Cricketer Cup captain 
Charlie Esson. He and Holman at the other end saw off Nurton and Gibbs, and 
attacked the new bowlers. The pair put on 108 as MCC recovered from 44 for five 
Esson began to play more aggressively, but eventually on 69 pulled Tom Kerridge to 
Angus Murdoch at mid-wicket. Murdoch himself then began to reel in the remaining 
batsman, and the end of Holman just shy of his half century signalled the end of the 
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MCC innings. Murdoch picked up two further wickets, including a sharp stumping by 
Wayman, and notably dismissed his cousin Simon Lamb LBW. 
 
The Pilgrims knew that this total was possible on the Upper and as long as they kept 
their wits about them, a famous victory could be secured. However, opener Harry 
Robins was LBW at an early stage and George Wayman was clean bowled for a duck. 
The Pilgrims’ chasing curse looked to be in full effect once again. The next man to the 
crease, Fergus Taylor, however, was the man in form. He and Charlie Carline saw off 
the dangerous bowling of OS Richard Edlmann, and attacked the spinners. Taylor 
again put the bowlers to the sword but was bowled by Adair just after reaching his 50. 
The Pilgrims just needed one more partnership to get them over the line. Sadly Nurton 
went for a second duck in as many days, and Rose was caught off Adair, who was 
proving a real nuisance to the Shirburnians. 
 
Humphrey Gibbs took it on himself to take the Pilgrims to glory, but wickets 
continued to fall. Tom Kerridge was bowled for a duck, again from the wrist spin of 
Adair. Gibbs bludgeoned 15 off an over in the closing stages to put Sherborne ahead 
of the run rate, but he couldn’t do it single-handedly. When Alastair Pusinelli was run 
out with two overs to go, Gibbs knew that a loss looked more probable than a win at 
this stage. He and Anthony Berkeley saw out the remaining deliveries, providing a 
fine finish to a great day’s cricket on the Upper. 
 
Wednesday July 8 v Bryanston Butterflies at Bryanston - won by 6 wickets  
Bryanston 188 (J J R Weld 79*, A T Merritt 7-59); Pilgrims 190-4 (F E Taylor 67) 
 
The Pilgrims travelled to Bryanston in good spirits and with great optimism for 
another positive result. Playing timed cricket, we were desperate to win the toss in 
order to avoid an arduous morning (and possibly afternoon) in the field. Pressure was 
added to the captain, Fergus Taylor, to win the toss, a feat that he had quite 
remarkably failed to achieve for a record ten consecutive games. Indeed, defeat for the 
eleventh straight toss in a row, he was reliably informed by team mathematician  
Robins, came at odds of 2048 to 1. He duly lost, and the Pilgrims were given their 
marching orders into the field. However, this apparent predicament proved a blessing 
in disguise as Nurton and Gibbs opened with superb spells. Nurton produced, without 
question, the best spell not to acquire a wicket this author has seen – pace, bounce, 
movement, and several edges over, below, and through the slip cordon. Gibbs also 
bowled excellently and picked up an early wicket.  
 
They were however eclipsed by Ashley Merritt’s spell. Despite being a debutant, the 
left arm spinner bowled with control and accuracy and ended up with the exceptional 
figures of seven for 59. The champagne moment of the fielding performance came 
from Charlie Taylor, renowned for having hands like spades, who took an outstanding 
catch at short mid-wicket. Two runs-outs, and a wicket from Kerridge, wrapped things 
up, with Bryanston spluttering to a well-below par total of 188. 
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Despite losing Scaglioni relatively early on in our innings, the Pilgrims’ chase started 
solidly with an elegant 21 from Carline and an anchoring 32 not out from Merritt. 
Following Carline’s dismissal in the 10th over, the in-form Fergus Taylor came to the 
crease. He helped himself to 20 off his first over and continued at quite a pace before 
being stumped on 67 off 43 balls. With Merritt anchoring for the remainder of the 
innings, George Wayman played some expansive shots in his 24 to see the Pilgrims 
home. Overall, it was a fantastic team performance. The bowling was accurate and 
incisive, the fielding sharp, and the chase positive.  
 
Thursday July 9 v Clayesmore Cormorants at Sherborne - won by 126 runs  
Pilgrims 305-5 (C A R Esson 108, P F C Langly-Smith 96, C E H Carline 65*); 
Clayesmore 179 (M Matthews 67, A T Merritt 7-37) 
 
The Pilgrims were in good spirits before their annual fixture against the Clayesmore 
Cormorants. Fergus Taylor remarkably lost the toss once again, his twelfth in a row, 
showing his mantra ‘tails never fails’ to be far from the truth! Fortunately, Clayesmore 
chose to put the Pilgrims into bat. With hindsight, in sunny conditions and on a flat 
wicket, this was not the wisest of decisions. Langly-Smith and Esson got the innings 
off to an excellent start. Langly-Smith was a joy to watch, bludgeoning the ball to all 
parts of the ground and thoroughly deserving a century. Alas, it was not to be and he 
fell for a very respectable 96 off 71 balls. Esson played an anchoring rôle and scored 
108 off 122 balls - another fine century to add to his sizeable collection.  
 
The previous night Carline had received punitive measures for making several ‘starts’ 
during the week but not going on to make ‘big runs’. His punishment did the trick as 
he seemed suitably rehabilitated (or perhaps deterred) in scoring an excellent half-
century. Indeed, he struck some exceptional shots, including two one-bounce four 
switch hits, as he accumulated 65 from 55 balls.  
 
Our initial bowling and fielding display was lethargic at best, and apathetic at worst. 
Robins and Carr-Smith opened with some highly erratic seam and standards in the 
field were woefully low. The Cormorants made an excellent start and kept up 
comfortably with the run rate. The 20th over drinks break and the arrival of Ashley 
Merritt into the attack saw the rejuvenation of the Pilgrims. Merritt, having taken 
career best figures of seven for 59 the previous day, bowled with great control to take 
seven for 37, including a hat-trick. Remarkably the Pilgrims’ second of the week. 
Wayman also bowled with excellent line and length and stemmed the flow of runs 
from his end. Nurton picked up a well-earned wicket and two runs-outs saw the 
Cormorants all out for 179. Despite not being as complete a performance as against 
the Butterflies, the Pilgrims were happy enough with another resounding win. 
 
Friday July 10 v Canford Cygnets at Canford - lost by 6 wickets 
Pilgrims 244 (C E S Clifton 67, T P Atkins 59): Canford 245-4 (T W E Darby 85,  
J C Hadley 67*) 
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The Pilgrims arrived at Canford for their final fixture in a long hard week of cricket. 
The amalgamation of good weather conditions and late nights again heaped pressure 
on the captain to win the toss and bat first. Taylor obliged by winning his first toss in 
thirteen attempts. The Pilgrims failed to make the most of this great feat and started 
their innings poorly. Openers Langly-Smith and Merritt were dismissed for 8 and 3 
respectively, and Scaglioni and Wayman for 1 and 0 (a golden duck indeed). 
Fortunately, a degree of stability was attained through a partnership between Atkins 
and Taylor which was cut short by some customary suicidal running from Atkins. 
Clifton was the hero of the innings, coming in and smashing a quick-fire 67 at No 8 
and enabling the Pilgrims to reach the respectability of 244 all out. Although by no 
means a giant total, it was certainly defendable if we could provide a decent bowling 
and fielding display.  
 
Unfortunately, the week’s cricket had left the squad with a number of injuries that 
prevented many from bowling. Clifton opened well and bowled with excellent control; 
it was a shame that he could not complete his spell through a knee injury. Despite a 
valiant effort from others such as Kerridge, Canford were very much in the driving 
seat at tea. We bowled and fielded with excellent determination after the break but 
simply did not have enough runs on the board to prevent a Canford victory. 
 
Saturday August 1 v Hampshire Hogs - drawn 
Hampshire Hogs 258-8 (J Kilpride 113*, H L Fielder 5-30); Pilgrims 211-9  
(J R E Irving 69, C C Garnett 52) 
 
Having only had three players at the start of the week, it was achievement enough for 
the Pilgrims to field a full team, let alone obtain a respectable result against a strong 
Hogs side. The Hogs won the toss, and elected to bat on a glorious day in the 
Hampshire countryside. Harry Fielder and James Vitali took the new ball and 
immediately put pressure on the batsmen. 
 
Fielder struck with the first ball of his second over with Old Shirburnian Oliver Kelly 
chopping on to his stumps, leaving the Hogs one for one. The bowling pair then 
produced three maidens in a row, and credit must go the batsmen for surviving the 
early pressure. They put on 70 for the second wicket, taking full advantage of the fast 
outfield and some fairly erratic bowling from leg-spinner Robin Irving. 
 
Matt Harris came into the attack and made the breakthrough, pitching the ball up and 
bowling the batsman through the gate. However, another partnership began to form 
for the Hogs, and by this point the No 3, Kilpride, was past his half-century. The 
fourth wicket partnership grew to 80, and was finally ended by returning opener Harry 
Fielder when he trapped the batsman LBW for 28. The giant bowler then produced a 
scintillating spell. He clean-bowled the new batsman, and repeated the feat next ball. 
On the hat-trick ball, the new batsman had a rush of blood to the head and charged 
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Fielder. He stuck to his guns and hit the off stump – the third Pilgrims hat-trick of the 
season! 
 
Kilpride was still up at the other end, and deservedly brought up his three figures, 
despite being dropped by Alex Pusinelli off Irving earlier in his innings. Irving did 
claim a wicket, after changing to a more controlled off-spin, with Charlie Garnett 
taking a smart catch at mid-on. Alastair Pusinelli took the final wicket before the 
declaration, with a sharp caught-and-bowled – leaving the Hogs with 258 for eight in 
53 overs. The Pilgrims knew it was a tough total to reach in around 45 overs, so had to 
start strong. Vitali was not hanging around, and played a couple of expansive early 
shots, but played one shot too many and was comfortably caught off a skier. Lewis 
Hinch fell for a duck at the other end, Charlie Taylor fell for two and a mass collapse 
looked very much on the cards. 
 
The combination of Irving and the counter-attacking Gent brought Sherborne into 
touching distance, but when Gent was caught for 20 just before tea, things looked 
bleak. However, Irving and the new man Garnett played beautifully after the break, 
with a 90-run partnership giving the Pilgrims a chance of victory. Both fell in quick 
succession after reaching their half centuries, and then Hugo Moss was gone second 
ball, meaning that the Pilgrims could only hope for a draw. It looked as if the Pusinelli 
brothers would see us home, but when Alex was bowled round his legs by Kelly, the 
last of the recognised batsmen had gone and the Hogs could smell victory. Fielder and 
Alastair Pusinelli saw out over after over, with a few scares. The Hogs slip cordon was 
convinced that Pusinelli had nicked the ball to the keeper, and he was dropped at short 
cover off Kelly. He was finally dismissed by the returning opening bowler and it was 
left to last man Harris and Fielder to see us home. The Hogs appealed for a catch in 
the last over, but it hadn’t carried - the close catcher had a sore finger, to add insult to 
injury. Fielder blocked out the remaining injuries to secure an excellent draw. 
 
Saturday August 29 v Eton Ramblers at Eton - won by 89 runs 
Pilgrims 267-7 dec (A T Merritt 127, E Rothwell 62), Eton 178 (J Evans 52) 
 
Eton is always a fantastic place to end the season, and after hotly contested fixtures 
over the past three years, this one proved no different in the sunshine as well as rain. 
Alex Pusinelli won the toss and elected to bat. Ashley Merritt and Will Smibert took 
to the crease and despite losing Smibert early, the Pilgrims built a solid foundation. 
Merritt continuously drove the ball through the covers, but a slow outfield stopped 
several from reaching the boundary. He was joined by Ed Rothwell, who was largely 
happy to rotate the strike. With little purchase and the sun out, there was not much in 
it for the Eton bowlers. Merritt and Rothwell played few loose strokes, and the former 
brought up his half century before the lunch break. After lunch the pair increased the 
run-rate. Unfortunately, with the partnership approaching the 150 mark, Rothwell was 
trapped LBW for 62. But with a score of 158 for two, the Pilgrims had the licence to 
go big for the remainder of the innings. Gent did exactly that and was not being afraid 
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to hit over the infield. He saw Merritt through to a much deserved 100, and now the 
fireworks were to set to begin. 
 
Merritt finally fell for 127 when he hit the spinner up in the air and was comfortably 
caught. Next ball Gent was then bowled. Skipper Alex Pusinelli came to the crease, 
and fell LBW to complete the hat-trick. Late hitting from Tom Cary got the Pilgrims 
beyond 260, and when Charlie Taylor was out LBW reverse-sweeping, Pusinelli 
called his men in to save further embarrassment. The rain began to fall during the 
interval, and it was questionable as to whether the players should have gone back out, 
but they did, and we soon had a game on our hands.  
 
The Eton openers went after opening bowlers Alastair Pusinelli and Cary, and 
anything short was pulled or cut to the boundary. However, the left-handed Fulton 
went for one pull short too many and top-edged the ball off Cary.  Smibert did the 
business behind the stumps. Alex Pusinelli turned to spin in the wet conditions, and 
Hinch did not disappoint. The off spinner darted the ball in to the batsman and they 
were finding him difficult to get away. Hinch beat the defences of the new bat and 
bowled him via a courteous deflection off the pads. Hinch was quickly in the wickets 
again, this time forcing the batsman to hit over the top, and Cary held on beautifully 
whilst avoiding a collision with fellow fielder Gent. 
 
With Hinch receiving some purchase from one end, the opener Evans was still 
hanging about having brought up his half century. The captain made his second 
brilliant bowling change when Merritt’s full toss fell straight into the hands of the 
skipper at deep square leg. The Pilgrims were now on top, and when tea came, it just 
was a matter of whether the weather could hold out. After the break, spin twins Hinch 
and Merritt continued their fine form, with Merritt deceiving the batsman to have him 
stumped, and Hinch forcing the batsman to hit big and this time finding Alastair 
Pusinelli on the leg side boundary. With twelve overs or so remaining, the Pilgrims 
still needed three wickets and skipper Pusinelli turned back to his openers to take the 
side home, and again his bowling changes produced the goods. Cary pitched the ball 
up and was rewarded. He clean bowled Hayes before taking the outside edge of 
Ramblers’ skipper Harvey. Alastair Pusinelli at the other end seamed the ball backing 
into the batsman, and had him LBW. The match finished on a strange note.  Pusinelli 
beat the outside edge of the batsman as he wafted a loose drive, and alert keeper Gent 
threw down the stumps. Up went the umpire’s finger and the Pilgrims had delivered a 
superb victory. 

 
CRICKET FIXTURES 2016 

 
Sun May 8 Old Wellingtonians (a); Sun May 15 Marlborough Blues (a); Sun June 5 
Radley Rangers (a); Sun June 12 Uppingham Rovers (a)*; Sat July 2 The School; Sun 
July 10 Twenty20 at Bryanston; Mon July 11 Sherborne CC (a); Tues July 12 MCC 
(h); Weds July 13 Bryanston Butterflies (h); Thurs July 14 Clayesmore Cormorants 
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(a); Fri July 15 Canford Cygnets (h); Sun July 31 Hampshire Hogs (a); Sat Aug 27 
Eton Ramblers (a).   * 1st round Cricketer Cup; 2nd round June 26; 3rd round July 10; 
Semi-finals July 24; Final Aug 7.  
 

RUGBY 2015-16 
 

After a successful 2014-15 season ending with a weekend tour to Jersey, the Pilgrims 
XV had built up a fair amount of momentum, with new players interested in coming to 
play and friendly rivalries being formed with new opposition. The challenge was set 
therefore to continue this momentum into the 2015-16 season. In a first for the 
Pilgrims, two sevens competitions were entered. Both were held at Wimbledon RFC 
and were run with the same structure. Pool stages were followed by a cup, plate or 
bowl knockout competition depending on how well the team fared in the pool stages. 
In the first tournament, the WSM sevens, we made it to the quarter-finals of the plate 
competition and in the second, the Jack Fishwick sevens, the team improved to get 
through to the first round of the main cup competition.  
 
When September arrived it was time for the full season to begin. Nine fixtures were 
planned, however, two of these were cancelled due to adverse weather conditions. 
Unfortunately one of these games would have been against Sherborne RFC. Despite 
this, the season was full of highlights, including a highly successful tour to Dublin, a 
trip to Twickenham and a game under lights at the Saracens home ground, Allianz 
Park against the Baltic Exchange. We used this game as an opportunity to raise funds 
for charity, and with the help of sponsors, over £1,000 was raised for the Sailors’ 
Society and “Rati’s School Run”, run by Pilgrim, James Bowker, to raise money for 
the FEBA School in Zambia in memory of Rati Moyo to purchase a new School bus. 
 
Out of the seven games played, four were played as part of the inaugural London 
Occasionals Championship, a league made up of social rugby sides based in London 
including: the Pilgrims, London Business School, Old Gregorians, Eastbourne Stags, 
East India Club, and the Baltic Exchange. With a record of three wins, one and one 
cancelled game, the Pilgrims managed to top the table and win the “J.P. Snudden 
trophy” (named so by the other teams the author hastens to add). 
 
Saturday September 5 2015 v HAC   Lost 5-12 
 
The XV’s season started with a game against the HAC 3rd XV. Unfortunately on the 
weekend the fixture was organised, the famous HAC ground in the city was being 
reseeded, so instead the game was played at Chiswick RFC. Once the game was 
underway, it was clear that both sides were evenly matched. The Pilgrims were 
attacking with flair but this was met by a well drilled HAC defence. The game was at 
a stalemate for the majority of the first half until the HAC’s relentless attack wore 
down the Pilgrims defence to cross the whitewash in the corner.  
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With a missed conversion the score was 0-5 going into the second half. The Pilgrims 
quickly managed to break through, bringing the scores level. This was how the score 
remained until the last 10 minutes when the HAC’s bulky winger managed to blast 
through to score under the posts. Try as they might, the Pilgrims just could not breach 
the HAC defence and the game ended with the score at 12-5 in the HAC’s favour. 
Despite the loss the Pilgrims felt it was a good contest played in the right spirit, and 
was good preparation for the rest of the season. 
 
Sunday October 25 2015 v East India Club RFC     Won 50-7  
 
In the first game of the championship, the Pilgrims were drawn against the East India 
Club. With Pilgrim Charlie MacClelland in charge of the East Indians and other 
Pilgrims periodically turning out for them, this fixture is always an entertaining 
rivalry. The game started with a tightly contested ten minutes with neither side able to 
break the other’s defence. This was not helped by the referee’s apparent confusion 
over a couple of the laws. Fortunately Chris “the Encyclopaedia” Tavender was on 
hand to correct her. Eventually however the pace and size of the Pilgrims’ centres 
wore the East Indians down and repeatedly touched down in a classic display of the 
Pilgrims style of champagne rugby. 
 
Saturday November 14 2015 v Battersea Ironsides     Won 55-0  
 
This game was initially planned to be against the Downside old boys, however they 
could not raise a side. In an effort to create links with the Battersea Ironsides, whose 
Garratt Green pitches the Pilgrims use regularly, their 4th xv stepped in to fill the 
fixture. It is always difficult to gauge the level of an opposition who had not been 
played against before, and in this instance the Pilgrims were leagues ahead. In torrid 
conditions at Barn Elms playing fields, the Pilgrims XV, particularly the backs, 
repeatedly put together some outstanding phases of play. After 60 minutes the weather 
got even worse and the match was abandoned, with George Day-Robinson helpfully 
pointing out that calling the match off was “the best thing Snudden had done all day”.  
 
Friday February 26 2016 v Baltic Exchange   Lost 10-13  
 
The day of the big game had arrived, and the Pilgrims who had been selected to play 
at the Allianz made their way up to North London. On arrival they were directed to the 
Saracens changing room to find the Pilgrims kit hanging up in the cubby holes usually 
filled with the black and red of Saracens. After discussions about where “Billy, Mako, 
Maro and co” usually sit in the changing room and with plenty of time to spare before 
kick-off, the team wandered around the stadium and walk the pitch to start to get used 
to the artificial turf. Finally it was game time.  
 
From kick-off the Pilgrims were on the back foot, and although they were resolute in 
defence, the penalty count began to rise. A few smart breaks around the fringes gave 
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the Pilgrims confidence, and a five-metre scrum gave a perfect opportunity to get over 
the whitewash. No 8 Nick Holding-Parsons picked up from the base, and set his sights 
on the punitive winger down the blind-side. It was always going to be a one-way 
battle and he displayed his finishing prowess to put the Pilgrims ahead. He picked up a 
nasty head wound for his troubles, but that only added fuel to the fire of this tinderbox 
of a match. With the half drawing to a close, the Pilgrims were looking to keep their 
clean sheet intact heading back into the dressing room. Two superb tackles from 
Jaques and Bridger denied try-scoring opportunities, before the Baltics finally elected 
to have a kick at goal following another offence at the breakdown. 
 
The second half began with the Baltics dominating possession, and their superiority at 
the scrum became clear. That being said, when the Pilgrims did get their hands on the 
ball, they always threatened to get over the gain-line. The Baltics thought they had 
taken the lead midway through the second half from a quick tap and go, but the referee 
ruled it out. However, this led to a succession of scrums for the Baltics, an area they 
knew they could hurt the Pilgrims defence. First, Baltics No 8, OS Charlie Haddock, 
picked and ran for the line, but he was brilliantly held up. However, from the resulting 
scrum he picked again, and offloaded to another OS, Henry Reynolds, who bounced 
off the challenge from George Day-Robinson to score.  
 
The Pilgrims really needed to pick their tails up and they started to receive more 
possession. MacClelland cleared out a ruck, picked up the ball and offloaded to Will 
Day-Robinson. The Baltics were convinced an offence had been made but the hooker 
simply passed to the more nimble-footed Alex Cattle, who rode the tackle of the full 
back to score. The game was now in the final quarter of an hour and we had the 
mainstay of possession. However, a couple of questionable decisions proved vital. 
With the Baltics on their own try-line they kicked clear, and the referee deemed the 
challenge from Alastair Pusinelli to be late on the fly-half. This gave the Baltics thirty 
or so metres up the field and a position to attack, they slowly creeped up the field, 
culminating with a Sherborne scrum five metres from their own try-line. A big shove 
from the Baltics put them under pressure, and the ball was possibly kicked from the 
hands of Freddie Mills at No 8. The Baltics once again gave a strong yet controlled 
shove. Charlie Haddock had the ball at his feet and he completed the simple task of 
dotting down and securing the win for the Baltics. 
 
It was a great performance by the Pilgrims, especially when considering that many 
matches have been called off this season, and the match sharpness wasn’t quite there. 
Although the game ended in a loss, the mood in the Saracens changing room after was 
upbeat. It isn’t every day that Pilgrims get to play at a Premiership stadium, and over 
£1,000 had been raised by the 100 or so supporters and the programme sponsors for 
the FEBA School in memory of Rati Moyo. 
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Saturday March 5 2016 v Old Gregorians Won 28-7 
 
Pilgrims were back at Barn Elms to play Downside; a far cry from the pristine pitch of 
Allianz Park the week before. Once again the Downside management had let the side 
down with a bare nine players turning up. Fortunately the Pilgrims had turned up with 
a strong squad, and it was decided to lend them some players and play a 12 a side 
game. The game itself was enjoyable and the Pilgrims took advantage of the 
additional space created by reducing the number of players on the pitch to show off 
some champagne rugby, with even the front row breaking through at times.  
 
Saturday March 12 2016 v Eastbourne Stags Won 41-7  
 
The Pilgrims’ final game of the championship was a top of the table clash against the 
Eastbourne Stags. To finish the championship off, a “Super Saturday” had been 
organised in the same style at the Six Nations. All six sides were to play on the same 
day at Regents Park before heading to the trophy presentation kindly hosted at the 
London Business School bar. Once the game got underway, it was clear from the off 
that both sides were evenly matched. By half time it was still neck and neck, with 
Eastbourne leading 12-10. By that point, however, the Pilgrims had woken up, and 
although Eastbourne had a veritable army of substitutes to bring on, we started to edge 
ahead with a variety of breaks from the backs.  
 
Friday March 18 2016 v Allied Irish Banks    Won 48-7  
 
With the championship won and a game at a Premiership stadium played, it was time 
to finish the season with a bang in Dublin. Following on from the successful tour to 
Jersey last year, the Pilgrims embarked on a tour slightly further afield (the defining 
factor of “further afield” was that euros were required) to Dublin to play Allied Irish 
Banks. A similar structure to Jersey was followed, a two night tour over the Six 
Nations Super Saturday weekend, however this time the game was to be played on the 
Friday night. As the tourists congregated in Arrivals at Dublin International, it was 
clear that all (except Joss Edlmann) had managed to get on the correct flights, and 
were feeling fresh ready for the game in a few hours’ time. 
 
After arriving at the ground, the Pilgrims changed and warmed up. It was soon clear 
that playing three games in consecutive weeks before the tour had made a positive 
impact on the XV’s ability to play as a team, and the forwards and backs combined 
beautifully to put on an outstanding performance which left the opposition standing in 
the XV’s wake. 
 
After the game, the Irish were outstanding hosts, putting on a curry and pints of 
Guinness. At this point Joss turned up, claiming he hadn’t realised that we were 
playing on Friday, but only had one sock anyway. Now that the tour squad was 
complete, we moved on to a bar owned by one of the opposition. 
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The next morning, the squad split into two parties. The initial plan was to do a treasure 
hunt across the city, and half the tour squad managed to complete it. The other half of 
the squad however couldn’t quite cope with the exercise after the game the evening 
before, so headed to find a fry-up. Since the author was in the latter group, he couldn’t 
comment on the treasure hunt, however the full Irish breakfast was exceptional. 
 
The tourists reconvened before the start of the final Six Nations game. A combination 
of good rugby and burgers took their toll and the first hours of Super Saturday were 
relatively quiet. Judge George Smibert decided it was time for the kangaroo court. 
Smibert and prosecutor Jaques had clearly had discussions beforehand and justice was 
dispensed for the various mistakes that had occurred over the course of the season. 
Once this had been dealt with, the rest of the afternoon was spent watching the rugby. 
With many new faces, particularly more recent leavers, this season has undoubtedly 
been one of the most enjoyable in recent years, and with the £1,000 raised for charity 
it feels like some good has been done too. Looking forward to next season, the 
Pilgrims XV are aiming to defend their championship title, possibly hold a few more 
social events, have another game at a stadium, and travel again on another tour. 
Hopefully the team will also finally have a game back home on the Upper. 
 

Jamie Snudden and Alastair Pusinelli 
 

HOCKEY 2015-16 
 

Sunday March 13 2016 Younger Pilgrims v School 1st X1   Won 4-2 
 
On a fresh and sunny spring morning, the annual Hockey day kicked off down on the 
Hughie Holmes. With a strong squad of 16 (19-27 year olds) intensity levels were 
high right from the off. An early break came for the Pilgrims when Henry Chadwick 
slapped the ball towards goal which was beautifully finished with a faint ramp from 
Jamie Smibert. This was to be followed by a similar finish from Jamie again, this time 
slapping it past the keeper and into the side netting. Right on the stroke of half-time, 
the School clawed one goal back to make it 2-1 going into the break. 
 
Five minutes into the second half the School struck again with a well-worked short 
corner move. However, that didn’t stop Jack Humphrey from scoring one of the best 
goals you will ever see. A move which started from Jamie Guerin plucking the ball 
four feet above his head to control (on his reverse side he likes to remind me) and pass 
to Jack on the top of the D. Jack dodged a defender and got pushed to his reverse side, 
tracking across to the left of the D. With an unleash of a reverse hit, he middled one 
straight across goal, neatly missing the School defenders, and smashing into the side 
netting three-quarters of the way up. Victory was sealed when a short corner move, 
which didn’t go quite to plan, was finished beautifully by Stig Isles with an effective 
slap into the left side board. A cheer from the many spectators, consisting of parents 
and fellow Pilgrims, marked the end to a fantastic game and an excellent result for the 
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Pilgrims. There were stand-out performances from Jamie Smibert, who scored two in 
two, Jack Humphrey for his superb goal and Jack Hamshaw for some excellent 
defending at the back. 
 
Older Pilgrims v School 2nd XI     Lost 1-2 
 
Team: Tim Archer (c 97), Gavin Brooking (h 80), Justin Brooking (h 84), Alex Drew 
(f 01), Ollie Gargrave (c 04), Magnus Hammick (m 90), Dougal Hosford (c 81), Paul 
Kassulke (m 92), Charlie Leach (h 79), Dave Montague (b 95), Jonathan Powe (h 76), 
Rob Rydon (m 83), Will Rydon (m 81), Mike Tucker (h 67), Andrew Ward (b 86), 
Chris Ward (b 84), Olly Wilson (h 82), Andrew Wilson (h 80) 
  
The Pilgrims started well, with a full bench of five men all waiting their turn to pit 
themselves against the School. Although the game was being marginally controlled by 
the Pilgrims, they were unlucky to concede a goal against the run of play. However, 
they responded well and equalised a few minutes later, going into half time very much 
even and looking the more likely to score. The second half brought a different scene 
with the boys taking advantage of their superior fitness and agility to keep the 
Pilgrims under pressure for much of the half. This continual pressure eventually paid 
off for the boys with a goal fairly early in the half and the Pilgrims never really 
threatened at the other end. The boys had a deserved victory 2-1. 
  
Younger Pilgrims v School U6th XI 0-0 but won 6-4 on penalty flicks 
 
After an hour’s break and a delicious Cornish pasty at the Upper pavilion, the Pilgrims 
pushed back for the second of two games. With no keeper in the second game, Will 
Smibert stepped up in goal, having never played there before. Luckily the game didn’t 
offer quite as many shots as the first, with scores level at half time. There were a 
couple of attempts up front from Jack Humphrey again but no results leaving the score 
deadlocked at the end of 50 minutes. Before we knew it, we were all huddled around 
the circle for a shootout. Scores even after two, with two goals apiece, but then a miss 
from the School meant the Pilgrims simply had to slot the remaining two. A miss from 
Beanie Isles, followed by another miss from the School meant a win for the Pilgrims 
and a superb conclusion to two fantastic games of hockey. Beanie Isles in the mid-
field and Hugh Williams at the back both produced special performances, and we 
offer huge thanks to Chris Roberts for arranging a fantastic day of hockey. 
 
Older Pilgrims v School 5th and L6th XI     Lost 1-2 
 
With one additional player but the loss of several others through other afternoon 
commitments (thankfully no injuries), the team loosened up after the lunch break and 
launched themselves enthusiastically into the second match but with a subs bench of 
only two this time. Again, the Pilgrims fought valiantly and matched the boys team 
well in most aspects of play, not as quick but just that bit more wily! Again the 
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Pilgrims were unlucky to concede the first goal when a shot travelling wide was 
deflected into the goal by Pilgrims skipper, Gavin Brooking. Their heads still up, the 
Pilgrims fought back and Brooking was able to make amends when a series of one 
twos between himself and his brother gave Justin the opportunity for a shot which he 
finished superbly with a flick into the corner of the goal. The match stayed at 1-1 for 
some time with both sides having opportunities denied by some good goalkeeping. As 
the game wore on the boys started to dominate as the Pilgrims tired. Inevitably the 
pressure was rewarded with a goal five minutes from the end after a break from deep 
inside their own half left some of the Pilgrims short on legs to get back in time to 
defend, leaving the goalkeeper badly exposed. This was a very well-fought game, 
played in good spirit by both sides.  
 

SOCCER 2015-16 
 

Wednesday September 9 2015 v Old Radleians    Won 3 – 2  
 
The Pilgrims side did not really know what to expect when taking on the Old 
Radleians in what was dubbed the ‘unofficial Arthurian League qualifier’. With a 
young side playing on an unfamiliar 3G surface, and an unfamiliar night time kick-off 
many a mile from the Upper, you would forgive the Pilgrims for getting off to a 
sluggish start. Add an experienced Radley side and four Pilgrim drop-outs on match 
day, few would have put their money on the Shirburnians coming away with a result, 
let alone a win. 
 
Although the boys looked nervous in the opening exchanges, it was the Pilgrims who 
broke the deadlock. A Christian MacLaren free-kick was whipped into the area and 
Freddie Mills rose highest to head home.  Gaffer James Capel and his management 
team would have hoped that goal would have settled the early nerves, but the Old 
Radleians did not take long to respond. Goalkeeper Tom Wilson was undone by a 
questionable spin of the football on this precarious 3G turf and gifted a goal back to 
the opposition. 
 
The game then went into perhaps its most balanced period with both sides settled into 
the tie and full of running, but as the half went on it was Radley who were looking 
more dangerous. They continuously managed to get the ball to the edge of the area but 
lacked the final pass or clinical strike to unlock the defence, a theme that continued 
until the final whistle. Halfway through the first half Henry Birch sprang clear down 
the right hand side and his audacious lob sailed over the crossbar. 
 
As half time approached, Charlie Haddock was played in behind by Rory Graham and 
his effort looked to have been going wide but was thrashed home in ungainly fashion 
by the Radley defender. The target man did get on the scoresheet early in the second 
half to take the game away from the opposition. Once again he was sent through on 
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goal and this time required no assistance, poking the ball beyond the despondent 
keeper. 
 
Stamina became a factor in the second period and the game began to open up. The 
midfielders on both sides were given more time on the ball, which suited the likes of 
Harry Edwards and Christian MacLaren down to the ground. Both almost always 
picked the right pass and never forgot to do their defensive duties. Alastair Pusinelli 
produced one of the moments of the match, picking the ball up on the halfway line 
beating three or four players, interchanging with Rory Graham, and then teeing up 
Freddie Jacobsen who could only blaze the ball over. Radley then had a couple of 
chances to get back in the match but Tom Wilson did more than atone for his earlier 
error. He first supplied a strong right hand from an effort within ten yards, and 
moments later saved smartly with his feet. Will Whiteaway led the defensive line well, 
and nine times out of ten it was his head clearing the danger from goal. The Radleians 
then gave themselves a lifeline with ten minutes to go when some neat interplay on the 
left led to a clipped effort on goal which unconvincingly found its way into the bottom 
corner. The Pilgrims stood strong in the closing stages and managed to cling on to 
secure a superb victory. It wasn’t pretty at times, but this side showed much grit and 
determination in this performance and can do more than just compete at this level. 
 
Sunday March 13 2016 v School 1st XI       Lost 1-3  
 
Owing to injury and equally to the festivities of the Pilgrims dinner, this was always 
going to be an uphill battle. These ‘injuries’ meant that the Pilgrims could only just 
about field an xi, and had to loan in three hockey players to fill up the subs bench. A 
fairly sharp warm-up proved that we had quality, and a ‘free-kick off’ between Harry 
Edwards and Christian MacLaren highlighted our competitive edge, something they 
would have to draw on in a tough match.  
 
On a glorious afternoon on The Lower, it was the Pilgrims who started the stronger of 
the two sides. With crisp passing and great movement, we were getting the ball into 
dangerous positions but were lacking that final pass to unlock the School defence. The 
first chance of the match fell to Alastair Pusinelli. He capitalised on some 
cumbersome defending, stealing the ball off the centre half inside the penalty area. 
From all of six yards he poked his shot goalwards but the School goalkeeper produced 
a marvellous save from point-blank range. This proved to be a big wake-up call for the 
1st team, and they began also to move the ball around sharply. They broke the 
deadlock with their first chance of the match. A corner was sent in and headed on to 
the post, but the ball rebounded kindly and was back-heeled home in a classic 
goalmouth scramble. 
 
The School now started to have more possession and managed to get in behind the 
Pilgrims’ defence on a number of occasions, but some smart stops from James Vitali 
kept them at bay. We were proving a threat from set pieces, and the School was giving 
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away a lot of fouls in dangerous positions (to the delight of Andrew Nurton and his 
FIFA-approved vanishing spray). George Atkins came the closest when he met a 
Christian MacLaren delivery but could only head the ball onto the outside of the post. 
 
With the first half drawing to a close, we equalised. Louis La Costa was sent clear 
down the left hand side and found Pusinelli unmarked in the box. The striker clipped 
the ball home off the front post. It appeared as if the Pilgrims would be heading into 
the break with the scores level, but straight from kick-off the School restored their 
lead. The ball was played wide, and drilled across the box. The Pilgrims’ defence left 
it for one another and it was a simple finish for the School attacker. 
 
Fatigue began to set in during the second half for the Pilgrims as they began to see less 
and less possession. The School continued to get in behind, once robbing Tom Gibbs 
of possession, but once again Vitali was on hand to keep the Pilgrims in the match. 
MacLaren, Harry Edwards and Hugh Barron provided some nice interchanges in the 
midfield, but we struggled to test the keeper on their old home turf. The School killed 
off the game midway through the second half with a delightful turn and finish on the 
edge of the box and into the far corner, which perhaps highlighted that slight 
difference between the two sides. The Pilgrims didn’t let their heads drop. La Costa 
found himself in space inside the box but failed to control a tricky ball over the top. 
 
Considering the number of casualties this was by no means a bad performance from 
the Pilgrims, and will provide valuable experience for fixtures in the future. 
 

FIVES 
 
Saturday February 6 2016 v The School   Won 112 - 104 
 
The School team of Will Shardlow, Ed Pyman, Alastair Findlay and Mr Giles 
Reynolds took on the Pilgrims team, made up of Simon Stokes, Struan Coad, Tim 
Ambrose and Nick Maciver. The School took the upper hand in the singles whilst the 
Pilgrims became accustomed once again to the courts (and in some cases the sport, 
one Pilgrim not having played for about 15 years!). The Pilgrims however took 
control in the first round of doubles, with MacIver and Ambrose proving a particularly 
tough pair to beat with some delightful footwork. Coad and Stokes were able to back 
this up with some hard fought points and the match was extremely close as the final 
doubles began. The School were ten points down but despite a gallant effort to make 
the most of the tiring Pilgrims, they couldn’t claw enough points back and the 
Pilgrims came out victorious by a mere eight points. This was the first Pilgrims match 
for some years but all involved very much hope it will re-establish itself as a regular 
fixture in the calendar. 

Nick Scorer 
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SQUASH 2015-16 
 
The Pilgrims’ season began with a fixture in Sherborne in September to coincide with 
the Pilgrims Rugby 10s tournament. The opposition was a local team based mainly at 
Dorchester Squash Club, and our team consisted of our ever-present local Pilgrims – 
Patrick Macintosh, Ed Elliot-Square, Richard Bramble Mike Elliot and me. As a result 
of all the local players, there were many old rivalries on court and a lot of tight 
matches. The Pilgrims pipped their opponents at the post – nothing to do with the fact 
that I selected both teams! 
 
The Londonderry Cup has always been a relatively successful competition for us in 
the last decade with regular places in the semi-final. Last year, we unfortunately fell at 
the first hurdle. This year we went one step further, but only through a walkover from 
Cheltenham. We struggled to find a suitable date and team for the next round against 
Millfield and were forced to hand out a walkover ourselves. Hopefully the 
Londonderry Cup in 2016-17 will be more satisfying.  
 
The annual match against the School was played in mid-March on the Pilgrims 
weekend. With the School losing a player at the last minute, our team was reduced to 
the four of Patrick Macintosh, David Leakey, Mike Elliot and Siew-Chiang Lim (the 
new Head of Maths). The School have not had a competitive side for many years and 
the Pilgrims have had to perform to their dramatic best to make it a useful contest. 
This pattern continued this year in the first three matches for Siew-Chiang, Mike and 
David but the one ray of light for the School was Ben Schumacher who arrived in the 
fourth form after Christmas. He played an incredibly hard fought contest with Patrick 
Macintosh but Paddy managed to grab victory from the jaws of defeat to give the 
Pilgrims a clean sweep 4-0.  
 
We look forward to a more positive 2016-17 squash season both for the Pilgrims and 
the School, with Ben leading the School team with enthusiasm and ability.  

Nick Lamb 
 

TENNIS 2015-16 
 
The first half of the 2015 tennis season started in a highly promising manner when the 
Pilgrims won through their qualification tournament and their way into the main draw 
of the D’Abernon Cup for the first time. Unfortunately, we did not manage to proceed 
any further in the Cup, after failing to find a competitive four for the next round. 
However, we took steps in the right direction in 2015 and have something to build on 
for future years. Another real positive of the Pilgrims tennis season in 2015 was the 
simple rearrangement of the fixture against the School to the OS weekend in mid-
May. This meant a more competitive and enthusiastic team facing us, rather than one 
containing players looking forward to the holidays. The School match was closely 
won by the Pilgrims. 
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The other advantage of the scheduling change was that the Commem date was freed 
up for a purely Pilgrims match between Old Shirburnians who had left the School in 
the last ten years and even older ones. The ‘youth’ team was captained by James 
Sewry and also contained Will Pope, Milo Corke and Charlie Hoare, who was allowed 
to hold onto his ‘youth’ tag for an extra year. The ‘Vets’ were Chris Grant-Peterkin, 
Andrew Crowe, Richard Bramble and Nick Lamb. The match consisted of four 
doubles matches and for the first time also featured four singles matches. Despite this 
inclusion, the vets showed that maturity, experience, tactics, intimidation and a lot of 
luck counted for more than speed, power, technique and being able to successfully 
move every joint freely! The vets won the doubles 3-1 and drew the singles 2-2 to 
hold on to win 5-3 overall.  
 
The 2016 season once again kicked off with the D’Abernon Cup. With the pair of 
James Sewry and Max Plummer having never previously met, let alone played 
together, producing the tennis that would be required to beat the other teams was 
always going to be difficult. Playing on the slightly quick acrylic courts of St George’s 
College, Surrey, the Pilgrims came up first against UCS Old Boys. After a promising 
start, our pair faltered. Worryingly, a few quick glances across the other courts 
showed that the UCS Old Boys might be one of the weaker pairs. Alas, our fears were 
confirmed, and despite some brief glitters of excellent play, including Plummer’s 
majestic backhand half-volley drop shot (played behind his back) and Sewry’s down-
the-line forehand drive volley, picked up from off the floor, the Sherborne pair lacked 
consistency, and, to much disappointment, finished bottom of the group. Millfield and 
KCS Old Boys qualified. We needed greater resilience (a few chances to convert a 40-
0 lead were squandered), as well as to be more familiar with each other’s game. We 
are also still mulling over a Pilgrims doubles competition in London in September 
with each pair consisting of a Pilgrim and a ringer of your choice. Do let us know if 
you are keen to take part.  

Nick Lamb 
 

CROSS COUNTRY 2015-16 
 
This season saw the Pilgrims compete in the annual Alumni race on Wimbledon 
Common, the Hyde Park Relays and the Sherborne Trophy. On a chilly December 
morning the OS runners assembled at the Thames Hare and Hounds clubhouse, ready 
to defend their title and hoping to win the Henry VIII Cup for a third consecutive year. 
This is our major race of the year and it was great to have a very strong turnout (19 OS 
in total). With such high hopes and a record number of entrants from all the different 
old school clubs, the stakes were high. The course is a very traditional cross country 
course with five miles of sharp turns, steep hills and dips, trees and logs underfoot and 
plenty of mud! Luckily our top four runners all had a superb race, with Harry Lane 
coming 2nd in a staggering 26 minutes and 28 seconds. James Sewry came in shortly 
after in 9th; Ed Raymond was 15th and Lloyd Collier 21st. These high places and 
everyone else’s strong performances resulted in us taking home the Henry VIII trophy 
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yet again. Harry Lane was awarded the Norman Berry Cup for the fastest individual 
runner running as part of a team, and we also claimed the Veterans over 40 race 
thanks to Ed Raymond, Lloyd Collier and Peter Woodburn who as a trio secured the 
Old Brentwood Trophy for the first time. All in all it was a very successful day.  
 
Traditionally it can be a struggle to find willing volunteers to run in the Hyde Park 
Relays, held this year on a cold Saturday afternoon in early February. However, this 
did not deter a few enthusiastic Pilgrims. Hosted by Imperial College London, this is a 
relay in which six runners each run a 5 kilometre course in the North East corner of 
Hyde Park. Thanks to the sterling efforts of Charlie Whitcombe who ran two laps for 
us, our team completed the course in 57.31. Our fastest runners were Alex Hammick 
who ran his leg in 18.34 and former manager Ed Pitt Ford in 18.43. As a team we 
came 24th out of 93 which was a solid performance, especially as many of the entrants 
were university teams who by rights should be faster!  
 
Saturday February 27 saw nine OS and one honorary OS (former teacher and cross 
country master John Storey) take to the infamous Sherborne Trophy route. It was 
another cold day but with sunlight piercing through the clouds, morale was high 
amongst the Pilgrims and current pupils. The race got off to a very quick start before 
each runner found their own individual rhythm. As is always the case, perhaps even 
more so for the Pilgrims, Jerusalem Hill was a real test of endurance and brought back 
many a cheerful or painful memory of School cross country sessions!  
 
James Sewry, a winner of the race in his school days, came 2nd, Lloyd Collier came 
12th and Ed Pitt Ford came 19th. Thanks to a good performance by all nine Pilgrims 
runners, we secured 2nd place as a team, unfortunately losing to a young and fast 
Downside squad. To make up for it, we beat the current senior Sherborne School 
runners! In the evening we had a great dinner in the OSR with seven current 
Shirburnians. We were all very pleased to be back in the OSR and thank John Harden 
and Anne Macfarlane who kindly arranged for the catering and for the evening to go 
ahead. Angus Cater, founder of the Pilgrims cross country, gave an excellent speech 
and awarded Pilgrims cross country colours to Harry Lane, Ed Knudsen, Alex Davey, 
James Sewry, Ed Raymond, Lloyd Collier and Peter Woodburn. The next race is the 
Alumni race on December 17.  

Theo Irvine       
 
 

OLD SHIRBURNIAN GOLFING SOCIETY 2015-16 
 

Meetings and matches 
The winners of the major prizes at the three meetings in 2015 were: Sherborne – 
Lewis Hinch, Patrick Macintosh and Tony Steele-Perkins; The Berkshire – Robin 
Irving, Ed Kelly, Roger Mather, Martin Macpherson, Iain Webb-Wilson and Orme 
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Webster-Smith; Rye – Richard Parsons, Malcolm Pryor, Nick Chamberlin and 
Jonathan Godfrey. 
 
We played 21 matches, winning nine, losing ten, and halving two. The difference in 
results between playing peer group societies and golf clubs has always shown a 
marked difference, with local knowledge being a big factor when playing against 
clubs. The ratio of wins/losses this year was 6 to 1 against other societies, but 3 to 9 
against clubs. Since 1930 the same difference is evident with a win/loss ratio of 374 to 
344 against societies, but 198 to 286 against clubs. 
 
Family Day 2015 
Twenty two players came to Woking on October 12 to compete for the Peter Currie 
Cup. Iain and Gilly Webb-Wilson were first with 38 stableford points, with Rodney 
and Jonathan Short second with 36 points. 
 
Grafton Morrish 2015 
After automatic qualification into the finals as defending champions, the first round 
saw us drawn against Sedbergh, who we have not played before. Our pairings were: 
Francis and Couzens; Irving and Kelly; Gillett and Elliot-Square. The top pair 
struggled from the off, three putting the 1st, finding gorse on the 2nd and then a 
fairway bunker on the 3rd. Unusually for them, they didn’t find any sparks and had a 
frustrating game eventually losing 3 and 2. The second pair needed to repeat their 
Brent Knoll form and that’s just what they did. Ten pars and three birdies was enough 
to see off their opponents 5 and 4. The third pair started well but then struggled to 
keep the ball in play, eventually being out-putted with the opposition holing long putts 
on 14 and 15 to seal the match 4 and 3.  
 
This was a match that we should have comfortably won, but it was just not our day. 
The team wanted to put things right, so we signed up for the Solihull Salver. The pairs 
were slightly altered as we were now playing at Brancaster and wanted to get as many 
points as possible to qualify for the Committee Cup by finishing as one of the top four 
schools. The sun was shining brightly, the wind was calm, and the course was in 
stunning condition. Our total of 84 points was only good enough to finish 7th equal. 
Our 2015 Grafton Morrish quickly came to an end. 
 
Sadly we failed to qualify at North Hants in May 2016 for the match-play finals in 
October. 
 
Mellin Salver 2015 
Day one dawned warm and sunny, and first out were our Burles over-65 team 
comprising Mike Falconer and Gavin Webb-Wilson (pair 1) with Mike Jerrom and 
David Dinkeldein (pair 2) playing against Hurstpierpoint. Pair 1 did well to recover 
from 2 down to win 2 and 1 and, after Pair 2 had succumbed, they contested the play-
off but lost at the second extra hole. In the afternoon, playing Aldenham in the Burles 
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Plate, Nick Chamberlin replaced Falconer and Alan Gale (scarcely recovered from a 
shoulder operation) replaced Jerrom. Both pairs won their matches to take us into the 
semi-final. Meanwhile we had been able, for the first time for several years, to field 
two pairs in the qualifying round for the Millard Salver (over 75’s). Simon Brown and 
Peter Southcombe failed to qualify but Simon Shirley and Richard Hughes were 
successful, taking us into the semi-final. 
 
On the second day the Mellin Salver itself (over 55’s) started and in the first round 
Chris Nevill (making a welcome first appearance in this event) with Nigel Whalley 
and Mark Cannon Brookes with John Youngman – defeated their Hurstpierpoint 
opponents by comfortable margins, while Rhys Francis and Michael Farley lost their 
match; so into the second round against Aldenham. We won all three matches and in a 
third semi-final. 
 
For the Burles Plate semi-final against Cheltenham, Falconer returned to partner 
Chamberlin while Gale and Dinkeldein continued. Both pairs won to take us into the 
final on the third day. Meanwhile Brown and Shirley represented us in the Millard 
semi-final but lost narrowly by 2 and 1 to Oundle. 
 
The third and final day produced yet more glorious, sunny weather. The Mellin team, 
which played unchanged throughout, were up against a strong Shrewsbury side. We 
were unable to reproduce our winning form and lost 2½ to ½. This was no disgrace 
but we could all have played better and would have had to be at our best to beat a team 
which had won the tournament three times in the last five years and went on to win 
again, defeating Loretto in the final. However, we finished on a high note when the 
Burles team – somewhat reformulated overnight and now comprising Brown with 
Falconer and Dinkeldein with Patrick Farmer convincingly defeating Lancing 2-0 in 
the final.  
 
Brent Knoll Bowl 2016 
The draw was tough, with the Army in the first round but they had to be beaten at 
some point, so why not the first round. Whalley and Pralle did not start well and were 
four down at the turn, were much better on the back nine but could not make any 
headway against a strong pair and lost 4 and 3. Shortly after the key moment of the 
weekend`s success unfolded. The result did not look promising with Gillett and 
Fricker two down and three to play. Then Gillett hit a wedge stiff on 16. The Army 
followed to five feet and missed the putt. A solid three at 17 put the match all square 
and on 18 the pressure hit the Army with a big hook off the tee into the thickest area 
of rough on the left. We had by now won the last match who had played 12 holes in 
four under par, so all was to play for. With about 15 people looking for their ball, 
Sherborne showed what gentlemen we are by finding the ball almost invisible and 
buried in 15 inches of undergrowth. At least it was unplayable. After dropping back 
about 40 yards they hit a good third just by the right greenside bunker. Gillett`s second 
shot from the fairway came up just short of the green. A tricky putt from the front 
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rolled on and on, finishing 15 feet past the hole. The Army played a great chip over 
the edge of the bunker to six feet with every chance of making five. Gillett thus had 
the 12 footer to win the match and holed it in style.  
 
Lloyds Bank were a reasonable side but not as strong as the Army, and we won 2-1. 
The next morning we beat Blundell’s 2-1 and were in the final against a new team 
called the Bogeymen. They are an ex-Navy team with one or two additions and were a 
strong team. The first pair included a former Welsh international and a recent Scottish 
Seniors champion. Whalley and Pralle made a strong start to go 2 up. However, some 
poor shots and putts left us 2 down with 3 to play. But a 3-3-4 finish got us all square 
and onto the 19th where we three putted from 40 feet and they two putted from 40 feet 
to win. We have by now won the second match and as we walk back we see the third 
match on the 19th. Irving hits a huge drive right up the gap in the middle of the 
fairway 90 yards from the green. The pressure gets to the Bogeymen and they hit a big 
hook into the rough. After hacking back to the fairway they miss the green for three on 
the left. Kelly hits a slightly skinny wedge to the back of the green. We make four and 
win the match. Congratulations to Robin and Ed who won all their four matches. 
 
Halford Hewitt 2016 
In early January, the draw was held at the East India Club. Sadly, we were drawn 
against Fettes, playing at 07:45 on Friday morning at Deal; our fourth Friday draw in 
the last six years. After much deliberation, the pairs and reserves were decided in mid-
March. Leading the team out would be Stuart Gillett and Jos Pralle, then Clive Martin 
and Ed Fricker, Nick Aubin and Ed Elliot-Square, Rhys Francis and Toby Couzens 
and at the back of the pack, Robin Irving and Ed Kelly, and Gordon Curtis was our 
reserve.  
 
Gillett and Pralle led by example and were confidently hitting fairways and greens all 
morning and on the odd occasion a green was missed they got up and down. They 
brought home a solid point, winning 3 and 2. Martin and Fricker were battling hard, 
but couldn’t get the momentum to stick, missing too many greens and missing just too 
many putts for halves, and lost 2 and 1.  
 
Aubin and Elliot-Square were up against a Scottish international. Having missed 
chances on the 2nd and 3rd to win the holes, Elliot-Square holed a miraculous chip on 
the 4th to go all square. Not much in it through seven holes, but we were one down. 
Then for the next nine holes we were level par and two up with three to play. We lost 
16 to a birdie and lost our tee shot on 17. On 18 both pairs were six feet from the hole 
in two, but could see the crowds gathering and waving from behind as sadly the match 
didn’t matter - an honourable half was agreed. 
 
Francis and Couzens, after a very untidy start, managed to birdie 9 and 10 to go one 
up but then imploded, eventually losing 4 and 2 to a par on 16. The unbeaten pair of 
Irving and Kelly at fifth pair had a slow start to their match, were one up after 10 
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holes, but two down playing 17. Irving was left again after his tee shot. Fettes were 
short left in two shots, and had an impossible chip down the hill. Kelly then hit an 
amazing high flighted iron from the left rough to 12 feet. Fettes chip dribbled down to 
the hole and resulted in a conceded par. Irving had the 12 footer for a win, but sadly 
had run out of energy and strength. The putt was short, and they were beaten 2 and 1. 
 
Reflecting on the performance, we just missed too many tee shots at critical times, and 
some crucial putts. Competition at the Hewitt continues to improve and we need to do 
the same. The team had to then pick themselves up and head to Princes for the plate 
where only three pairs were needed. The pairings were Kelly and Irving; Francis and 
Fricker; Gillett and Couzens. Hugh Williams replaced Francis for the second and third 
matches. We beat Gresham’s 2-1; Highgate 2-1; and lost to Felsted 1-2. 
 
The disappointment after losing yet another first round Hewitt match was immense. 
The squad will need to address their weaknesses of not putting the ball in play from 
the tee and holing putts when it counts. 
 
Alba Trophy June 2016 
This is a 36 hole scratch foursomes medal competition at Woking where 30 teams 
compete. This is the first time the Society has won the trophy, so many 
congratulations to Toby Couzens and Stuart Gillett who were three shots clear of the 
field. 
 
.Tournament reports by John Youngman, Toby Couzens and Nigel Whalley. 
 

SCHOOL CRICKET 2015 
 
Played 16, Won 8, Drawn 2, Lost 6  
April 16: School 121-1 (W F Cochrane-Dyet 50*); Sherborne CC 80  
(B T Weatherhead 4-19); won by 41 runs 
April 17: Wellington School 186 (W F Cochrane-Dyet 4-22) School 187-6  
(W R H Caldwell 86); won by 4 wkts  
April 23: T20 Taunton 116-4; School 119-2; won by 8 wkts  
April 25: School 125; King’s Taunton 103-3; drawn  
April 26: School 240-4 dec (W R H Caldwell 100*); Free Foresters 172-3; drawn 
April 30: T 20 School 118; Bryanston 93; won by 25 runs 
May 2: School 223 (W R H Caldwell 104); Millfield 224-8; lost by 2 wkts  
May 9: School 123 (W R H Caldwell 70); Marlborough 124-0; lost by 10 wkts 
May 16: Cheltenham 262-5 (J J Dell 168*); School 214-9 (W R H Caldwell 64,  
W F Cochrane-Dyet 50); lost by 48 runs 
May 21: T20 King’s Taunton 134-7; School 61; lost by 73 runs 
June 6: School 263-7 (W F Cochrane-Dyet 75, G J R Pope 60)); Blundell’s 164 (B T 
Weatherhead 4-8); won by 99 runs 
June 10: School 188-6; Truro 189-5; lost by 5 wkts  
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June 13: School 218-9 (J M T Caldwell 58); Canford 213-8; won by 5 runs 
June 18: MCC 250-5 dec; School 252-2 (W R H Caldwell 110*, G J R Pope 68);  
won by 8 wkts 
June 20: School 199; Clifton 200-3; lost by 7 wkts 
June 27; School 188-4 (40 overs); Pilgrims 160; won by 28 runs 
 
Sherborne cricket enjoyed a good deal of success in 2015. The highlight was the 
Under-15 side reaching the final of the prestigious two-year long ECB/ESCA Cup 
(formerly Lord’s Taverners competition). They performed excellently to reach the 
final and ended up losing out by just one run off the last ball of the match to 
Manchester Grammar School! The Under-15s also reached the divisional final of the 
national T20 competition while the Under-14 side only lost two games all season, both 
to Canford, one of which was in the final of the County Cup. 
 
The 1st XI recorded some excellent victories, including those against Canford, 
Blundell’s, Taunton and MCC. The outstanding contributor was Will Caldwell who 
made three centuries and scored nearly 700 runs. He returns to captain the side in 
2016. 

Andy Nurton 
 

SCHOOL CRICKET FIXTURES 2016 
 
Sat Apr 16 Sherborne CC Thur May 19 Clayesmore (a) 
Sat Apr 23 King’s Taunton (a) Sat May 21 Taunton 
Sun Apr 24 Free Foresters Sat June 18 Canford (a) 
Thur Apr 28 Bryanston  Tues June 21 Clifton  
Sat Apr 30 Millfield (a) Fri June 24 MCC 
Sat May 7 Marlborough  Sat June 25 Blundell’s (a) 
Sun May 8 National T20 Sun June 26 St Peter’s Adelaide 
Sat May 14 Cheltenham  Sat July 2 Sherborne Pilgrims 
 

SCHOOL RUGBY 2015-16 
 

School fixtures 
Monmouth won 24-12; Radley won 15-0; Cheltenham won 30-12; Marlborough won 
27-5; St John’s won 22-17; Wellington College won 34-29; Bedford lost 5-26; 
Bryanston won 15-10; Abingdon lost 15-28; Canford won 5-3; Clifton lost 12-26;  
King’s Taunton won 67-0. 
 
2015 was another busy season for the School, with our teams playing just under 200 
fixtures. The XV have had another successful season in matches and reaching the last 
eight of the Champions Cup before losing to the 2015 winners, Bedford. The XV won 
all their games at home for the second year in succession which included a fantastic 
win against Wellington College 34-29. The Colts A XV played well to reach the 
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County Cup final but lost to a good Canford XV. The Colts B, Junior Colts A, and 
Mini Colts A, B and C all registered winning seasons, with the Junior Colts showing 
the biggest improvement by winning nine games, seven more that last season. The 
Mini Colts age group have shown considerable strength in depth, with the A XV only 
losing one game and winning the County Cup. The B and C XVs won seven fixtures 
each. While rugby remains very popular with Sherborne boys, the increased awareness 
and safety protocols regarding head injuries have certainly been accompanied by a rise 
in the number of boys signed off games. For the first time in many years, we have 
been forced to look at the number of fixtures being played lower down as on some 
weekends we did not had enough fit players to field sides at every level. This trend is 
likely to continue. Part of the strategy for rugby will be to consider the number of 
teams we field each week as it is no longer possible to send teams without 
replacements. 
 
Fergus Hamilton (1st XV Captain) and the rest of his leadership team have shown 
their value both on and off the field with many of them acknowledged with Head of 
School, Head of House or School Prefect honours. The importance of the collective 
over the individual has continued to be at the forefront of our playing strategy, and to 
enhance the rugby experience enjoyed by all the boys who opt to take part in the 
Sherborne rugby programme. 
  
The sevens season has started well with the VII reaching the finals of the three 
competitions they have played to date. Captained by Zac Smith, the VII made it to the 
final of the first outing of the season at Portsmouth GS, before losing narrowly to 
Wellington College. At the Marches 7s we defeated Millfield, Hartpury and 
Wellington College to reach the final but found a fresher and in-form Harrow VII too 
strong. The Bryanston 7s was the team’s last preparation before the National Sevens 
and they performed well, beating Bryanston in the final to register their first 
competition win. The final competition of the season, the National School Sevens, saw 
Sherborne pitched in a group against one of the form teams of the season, Kirkham 
Grammar. The key game was lost as the physical Kirkham VII dominated on a small 
pitch. With two best runners up places available, as our only route to the second day, 
the VII set about a scoring feast, notching up 126 points in two games. The quarters 
play-off against St Joseph’s saw us play some of our best 7s of the season and a 
comprehensive victory put us into a challenging semi-final pool with Hartpury, 
Harrow and Millfield. We could not replicate our earlier form. Harrow won the group 
but lost the final to a strong Cranleigh team who were crowned the 2016 champions.   
 
As for recent leavers: Jack Edmondson has enjoyed his first season combining his 
Engineering degree at Bath University with training as a member of the Bath squad. 
Jack was recently called up to the extended England Under-20s squad. As he has 
another year at this age group, his future looks promising. Will Homer has enjoyed a 
good run with the Bath 1st XV of late, starting his first ever Premiership game against 
Leicester Tigers the week after a dazzling individual try against Sale Sharks. Will has 
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signed a new contract at Bath and will be with them for the 2016-17 season. Ed 
Coulson has had a difficult year at Newcastle Falcons where he started as a full time 
professional in June 2015. He has suffered a number of injuries and has played very 
little rugby. Tom Edwards was a member of the Exeter University BUSA winning 1st 
XV and will be finishing his degree this summer. He was an England Counties Under-
20 player last season. We wish them all the very best for their rugby future.  
 
Please check on the School website for the 2016 fixtures. 

David Muckalt 
 

School Hockey 2016 
After winning three early matches, the 1st XI enjoyed a rich and rewarding season, 
with five victories from ten fixtures. George Pope was a commanding, efficient and 
strong captain and was one of the goal-scorers in the most comfortable victory, an 11-
0 win against Clayesmore in January. Josh Evans scored a hat-trick in the first 15 
minutes of that game, as pace, precision and lethal finishing saw the side 8-0 ahead at 
the interval, with eight separate players scoring in the match. Evans also scored on the 
opening day as the side, fresh from a pre-season 5-2 victory over Bradfield, recorded a 
satisfying 4-0 win against Dauntsey’s. Sam Bruce, Barney Humphrey and Jimmy 
Martyr also registered goals that day. Humphrey’s brace, including a very late 
equaliser, earned a well-merited draw away to King Edward’s, Southampton. A show-
piece day in February saw the captain score in the 1-1 draw with Wales Masters, while 
we lost a high-scoring game 6-7 to England Masters.  
 
Led by the persuasive and powerful figure of Will Caldwell, the 2nd XI won five of its 
eight fixtures. A 3-0 victory over Canford featured an outstanding performance on the 
right-wing from Ben Poe; Leo Sollohub scored the decisive fourth goal as Clayesmore 
were defeated 4-1; and scored a hat-trick in the 4-2 victory over Bryanston. Oscar 
Norris and Tom Pentreath scored most of the goals between them as Downside were 
put to the sword 8-0 and, in the final game a brace of goals from the irrepressible 
Patrick Reynolds earned a 3-1 victory over King’s Bruton.  
 
One of the largest wins for several years came the way of the 3rd XI side. King’s, 
Taunton were the hapless visitors on the day as this side ran up a 15-0 victory, Noah 
Chillingworth and James Grammaticas scoring six goals each. In winning six times 
and only losing one of their nine fixtures, the team would nonetheless have gained 
more pride from the tight 1-0 victory over Dauntsey’s, in which Sam Newton scored, 
as well as the 2-2 draw with Taunton. Moreover, the game against Clayesmore was 
very exciting, a five-goal lead being almost lost as the visitors recovered to 5-3 before 
a final Sherborne goal. Grammaticas and Tom Pentreath both notched up hat-tricks, 
while Newton scored four goals in the 8-2 victory over King’s Bruton.  
 
In their only victory in three games, the Colts A team recorded a 5-0 win over 
Dauntsey’s, with the combative Patrick Reynolds deservedly scoring twice and Ben 
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Wood bagging his first goal for the team. Meanwhile, the Colts B side lost heavily to 
King’s Taunton and Canford. Matthew Hetherington, Henry Stone and Ben Childerley 
all impressed with their stick-work, perseverance and enthusiasm. Sam Pope and 
Hetherington scored early goals against Clayesmore, only for the side to lose 2-4. 
Goals flowed aplenty for the Junior Colts A side, which won four of its five games 
during the first half of term. Tom Stagnetto scored twice in a comfortable 6-0 
opening-day victory over Dauntsey’s and there was an even bigger win against 
Clayesmore. Taunton were defeated 3-2, although the margin of victory perhaps 
should have been greater, given that the team had 43 attempts on goal and did not 
score from any of their nine penalty corners. Tom Hague impressed with his persistent 
running off the ball, Will Perkins was a tireless worker and Finn Whitehead, Ollie 
Lethbridge and Alex Vardon-Cardy all made notable contributions to a successful 
side. After a resounding defeat, with King Edward’s, Southampton contributing four 
goals in each half of an 1-8 defeat, the side secured its fifth win in seven fixtures by 
defeating Millfield 7-0 in the final game. 
 
A persistent and keen Junior Colts B side recorded eight victories and just two defeats 
to Canford and King Edward’s, Southampton. Seventeen players were used as the side 
produced its best set of results in a decade. The largest of these wins was 7-1 against 
King’s, Taunton, with Freddie Baker registering four goals as the side scored five 
times after the break. In addition, Jonty Walliker scored twice in a 4-2 victory over 
Taunton and Max Mayer scored two goals as Dauntsey’s were defeated by the same 
margin. Alex Vardon-Cardy’s two first-half goals set up a 4-1 victory over Millfield; 
whilst Ru Kure’s inspired goalkeeping performance against Clayesmore also deserves 
a mention. This side owed a great deal to the tenacity of Hunter Strand in his forward 
runs, the guile of Harry Case and George Hutchinson and the firm strength of the 
dominant Ben Carter-Savigear at the heart of the defence. 
 
An astonishing display of goal-scoring was the highlight of the Mini Colts’ 
performance at the West of England regional hockey championships, held at Millfield 
at the end of February. A 2-2 draw with Blundell’s was a disappointing start to the 
day, but the side progressed from there to secure a place at the West of England 
competition. A reassuring 2-0 victory over the hosts in the final game ensured this 
success, goals coming from Harry Harvey and Tom Carr-Smith, while Sam Reynolds 
displayed an excellent work ethic and Ignacio Rivero Anglada had another almost 
faultless display at left defender. However, the middle game provided the most 
attention, as the team rattled up nineteen goals in thirty minutes to defeat Mount Bay, 
who had travelled up from Penzance. Luke McLaughlin, who had enjoyed a prolific 
season in front of goal, managed to score nine times in half-an-hour against the 
Cornish opposition. In the Regional Finals the following month, the side defeated 
Queen’s, Taunton and Mount Kelly, before losing to Dean Close and, in a tense semi-
final, 0-2 to Canford.  

Chris Roberts 
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SHERBORNE PILGRIMS CLUB 
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31 2016 

General Fund 2016 2015 
 £ £ £ £ 
Income:     
Subscriptions 5,973  6,323  
Donations 1,808  2,591  
Club clothing 325  -  
  8,106  8,914 
Expenditure:     
Audit -  100  
Booklet and website 880  1,330  
Corporation tax -  127  
Cricket 3,445  2,162  
Cross country 166  17  
Hockey 264  145  
Rugby 3,200  2,675  
Soccer 107  200  
Squash -  100  
Tennis -  -  
  (8,062)  (6,856) 
     
(Deficit) / Surplus for the year  44  2,058 
     
General Fund at April 1  43,936  41,878 
(Deficit) / Surplus for the year  44  2,058 
General Fund at March 31    43,980  43,936 

 
BALANCE SHEET AT MARCH 31 2016 

              2016    2015 
  £  £ 
Petty cash  325   
Cash at bank  *43,655  *43,936 
Represented by:     
General Fund  43,980  43,936 
 
*£36,000 was invested in a Nationwide 2.25% Bond in April 2013 and matures on April 
16 2016. 
I have examined the books and papers of the Sherborne Pilgrims Club presented to me 
and report that the attached Income and Expenditure Account for the year ended March 
31 2016 and Balance Sheet at that date are in accordance with this information. 
J A Steele-Perkins, 7 More London Riverside, London SE1 2RT        May 31 2016                                                                  
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THE SHERBORNE PILGRIMS COMMITTEE 
  

2016 
 

PRESIDENT 
A D Leakey 

 
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT 

H C K Archer 
 

VICE-PRESIDENTS 
E P J F Lyons and R A Rydon 

 
TRUSTEES 

C R J Eglington, J P Hargrove and A D Leakey 
 

COMMITTEE 
Retiring 2016 Retiring 2017 Retiring 2018 
R A Bagnall N K Cook E D Fursdon 
C E S Clifton J C Harden R Hands 
D A R Guy J A J Moubray P J Lough 
N M Lamb J P Snudden A D Nurton 
J I McKillop F E Taylor  
S M Rees-Williams   

 
 
HON SECRETARY    HON TREASURER 
E P J F Lyons      J D V Wheatley 
01934 853520 
07974 731293 
lyonse@icloud.com    CLUB WEBSITE 
      www.sherbornepilgrims.co.uk 
 
EDITOR     CLUB ARCHIVIST 
R Hands      C R J Eglington 
07876 653874      020 8946 3863 (H) 
robert.hands@thetimes.co.uk         charles.eglington@blueyonder.co.uk 
       
 
Club colours can be obtained from the OSS Office, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 3AP.  
Tel. 01935 810558     oss@sherborne.org 
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Founder   G M Carey 
 

 PRESIDENTS  TRUSTEES 
1923-27 Nowell C Smith 1923-27 G M Carey 
1927-32 W H Game 1923-28 Nowell C Smith 
1932-52 C F Stanger-Leathes 1928-48 A H Trelawny-Ross 
1952-55 A H Trelawny-Ross 1928-42 P E H Parry-Jones 
1955-58 J A Tallent, CBE, TD 1946-59 B Pickering-Pick, CBE 
1958-61 D C D Ryder 1948-59 Brig A H Moberly, DSO 
1961-64 M E K Westlake 1959-67 C R Hopwood 
1964-67 R Eglington 1959-99 J A Tallent, CBE, TD 
1967-70 T R Parry 1959-86 M S Glennie 
1970-73 J D Watney 1967- C R J Eglington 
1973-76 D F R Evans, TD 1986-10 J A Watney 
1976-79 A A E Morgan 1999- J P Hargrove 
1979-80 R H Whiteway 2010- A D Leakey 
1981-84 D I T Wilson, MBE   
1984-88 M R G Earls-Davis   
1988-91 C R J Eglington  HON SECRETARIES 
1991-94 J A Watney            (and up to 1966, Hon Treasurer) 
1994-97 P R D Gould 1923-35 N H E Partridge 
1997-00 J P Hargrove 1935-50 D C D Ryder 
2000-03 G P Gent 1950-54 J S W Lush 
2003-06 D C Watney 1954-72 M R G Earls-Davis 
2006-09 P J Lough 1972-88 C R J Eglington 
2009-12 H C K Archer 1988-00 G P Gent 
2012- A D Leakey 2000-07 C R J Eglington 
  2007- E P J F Lyons 
    
   
   HON TREASURERS 
  1966-86 J C Alan Smith 
  1986-14 R H Green 
  2014- J D V Wheatley 
    
Vice-Presidents who did not serve as  President 
1923-27 G M Carey 1964-70 R F W Leonard, MBE 
1927-48 L C Powys 1970-73 M S Glennie 
1935-48 N H E Partridge 1981-87 J C Foot 
1966-64 W E Tucker, CVO, TD 2009-15 E D Fursdon 
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RULES 
 
1. The Club shall be called “The Sherborne Pilgrims”. 
 
2. All OS who are members of the OS Society shall be entitled to apply for 
membership. Members of staff who are members of the OS Society may be invited to 
become an honorary member. 
 
3. With the exception of honorary members, who shall pay no subscription, all 
new members shall pay a life subscription, which shall be determined by the 
Committee. 
 
4. The objectives of the Club are to promote and encourage all forms of OS 
sport, and to keep members in touch with one another and with the School. It is the 
responsibility of any person playing for the Club in any sport to have in place 
adequate public liability insurance cover. 
 
5. The Officers of the Club shall be the President, who shall hold office for 
three years, two Vice-Presidents, the immediate Past President, three Trustees, the 
Honorary Treasurer and an Honorary Secretary, if appointed. 
 
6. The Committee shall be the Officers of the Club; two representatives from 
the School staff, up to 18 ordinary members, and such others as may be co-opted. A 
co-opted member shall be subject to annual re-appointment. 
 
7. Ordinary members of the Committee shall retire after three years’ service, but 
are eligible for re-election. 
 
8. The Club bank shall be the Sherborne branch of the NatWest Bank. 
 
9. All investments shall be held in the name of a regulated nominee company, 
or in the names of the Trustees. 
 
10. The financial year-end shall be March 31st and an AGM must be held by the 
end of the calendar year. An income and expenditure account, together with a balance 
sheet, shall be produced for approval at the AGM. 
 
11. A Committee meeting shall be properly convened on two weeks’ notice and 
be quorate with five or more members present. 
 
12. In exceptional circumstances the Committee shall have the right to refuse an 
application for membership. 
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